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Male pursued women, but they likewise desired rights and also standing. 

” What can the Sue family members bring you?” Qi Yiyun asked. It was an unnecessary 

inquiry, yet it was extremely vital for Qi Yiyun. 

” The world is within my reach, and I can give it to her. Do I require the Sue family members 

to do anything for me?” Samuel said lightly. 

These words struck Qi Yiyun’s heart like a big force. Was he bragging in a world that he 

could quickly reach? However taking a look at him, it didn’t seem like he was simply 

boasting. 

A guy can offer the whole globe to his lady. Just how pleased would that lady be? 

Qi Yiyun could not imagine this, yet if Samuel could actually do it, she would certainly find a 

method to change Yvonne. 

This was Qi Yiyun’s desire because she was a kid. She desired for a male that could take her 

to the top of the world and neglect the surroundings of the entire globe. 

” You …” Qi Yiyun intended to say something yet stopped. She intended to inform Samuel 

that she can aid him get what he wanted, yet she didn’t understand much regarding him. 

She didn’t recognize how qualified he was, so she reclaimed her words. 

” It’s okay to utilize your words to trick little girls,” said Qi Yiyun. 

It didn’t matter to Samuel whether Qi Yiyun believed him or otherwise. All he needed to do 

was to walk on this course detailed and lead Yvonne to check out the greater scenery. 

” I’m going to remainder,” Samuel said. 

Having been purchased to leave, Qi Yiyun did not linger and also left Samuel’s room gladly. 

Back in her own space next door, Qi Yiyun could not fall asleep for a long period of time. 

Samuel’s words echoed in her ears like a curse, making her feeling increasingly more that 



Samuel had not been kidding which she intended to press Yvonne away with a solid 

impulse. 

However, she recognized that this was not the correct time. She did not have the chance to 

validate Samuel’s true abilities. All of this was just empty talk. 

” Do you know what the most effective gift is?” Qi Yiyun claimed to the empty area. 

Eventually, Donghao’s voice came, “As long as you desire it, I will aid you get it even if I 

need to risk my life.” 

Qi Yiyun smiled disdainfully and also said, “There are some things that you can not get back 

at if you risk your life due to the fact that you’re not qualified at all.” 

” Youthful miss, what do you desire? Donghao will most definitely bring it to you.” Donghao 

claimed in discontentment. 

” The entire globe, can you do it?” asked Qi Yiyun. 

Donghao was silent. The entire globe! This was not something that could be described by 

the word “present”. Even if he had fantastic toughness, he was not qualified to claim this. 

” Young miss, the one that talked these sorts of words is just flaunting.” After a very long 

time had passed, Donghao stated. 

Qi Yiyun was lying on the bed, reluctant to close her eyes. It appeared that she might see 

the whole globe before her. 

” You can’t do it, but it does not imply that others can not. Perhaps he actually has such 

capability and allow us wait and see.” Qi Yiyun claimed any which way. 

The following early morning, Samuel and the other 2 boarded the plane back to Cloud City. 

Presently, individuals of Cloud City’s Go Organization were furious when they listened to 

Samuel had lost the video game. 

They assumed that they could make Cloud City’s Go Association popular by making the 

most of Samuel’s triumph in the summer competition. And now, Samuel not only shed the 



video game, however also lost under the scenarios of Ouyang Xiujie’s giving in. For them, 

this was a scandalous point. 

” This damn Samuel, he really lost. He shamed us in addition to him.” 

” We should not have actually thought this good-for-nothing. Is Ouyang Xiujie that simple 

to win? He’s Shangguan Heibai’s adherent!” 

” This time, we’re all realistic with him. Exactly how can we take this resting?” 

” Decrease? I will not quit unless I’m dead. I’m absolutely going to vent my rage.” 

” Humph, given that he degraded us, the Sue household won’t having fun. If we join hands, 

he won’t even have a chance to live off us.” 

” You’re right. If this good-for-nothing makes us lose face, we’ll allow him shed his dish.” 

In their hearts, Samuel was merely a pointless person that they can toy with even if they 

won. Currently that Samuel had shed the competition, how could they let him off so 

conveniently? 

 


